Senate Cuts Nasty Ads, Discusses Beer, Janus

By GRETCHEN VIC

In reference to future parties, the Student Senate last night moved to “pen a resolution” to the effect that the themes and advertising of same should be in good taste, i.e., not vulgar or obscene, whether or not this is done for the sake of Rice’s perhaps unusual sense of humor.

The Administration’s directive regarding drinking at Rice parties was announced, pointing out that the Regulations of Student Organizations do not alter the Texas Liquor Laws.

In further business, the “new, dynamic Rice Student Senate” approved Thresher officers, moved to sell Campaniles unclaimed before the beginning of the new semester to parties who have expressed interest in them, and offered an indefinite amount of support to “Janus.”

Volunteers were asked for a committee to investigate the possibility of extending Dead Week and/or the reading period for one or both finals sessions this year, and a new committee was announced to study the possibility of moving the machines in Sammy’s to the basement after the remodeling is completed.

The proposed Student Conference on a topic such as nuclear disarmament or morality was tentatively set for March.

Blake Touchstone will pen a letter to NSA taking exception to their release requesting a daily vigil in reference to the church bombing in Alabama and a boycott of the ten firms that employ 35% of the Birmingham population because the latter request seems somewhat irrelevant.